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2014 Daphne du Maurier Award Finalist One by one, people are mysteriously disappearing
from a small Maine town. Four months ago, a ruthless murderer killed two people and
kidnapped three more, including Danny Sullivan's sister, who barely escaped. Unfortunately so
did the killer, vanishing without a trace into the vast wilderness. When the police fail to find his
sister's captor, Danny returns to Maine to hunt him down. He begins his search with another
survivor, bed and breakfast owner Mandy Brown, but her refusal to cooperate raises Danny's
suspicions. What is the beautiful innkeeper hiding? Mandy Brown has a secret. But sexy
Danny Sullivan, his relentless questions, and the desire that simmers between them threaten
to expose the truth. A revelation that puts her family in danger. As more people disappear, it
becomes clear the killer is planning another ritual...and that he's circling in on Mandy.
Danger in their midst Hide and Seek by Lynette Eason Erica James has spent the last three
years as a skiptracer, hoping one day it will lead to her kidnapped daughter. Now she has a
new suspect—P.I. Max Powell’s missing sister. Max has found evidence that connects the two
missing girls. Soon the two are drawn together as they search for answers. But the kidnapper
will stop at nothing to keep them from finding Erica’s daughter… Secret Agent Father by USA
TODAY bestselling author Laura Scott Although he’s never met the boy who arrives on his
doorstep, undercover DEA agent Alex McCade can’t deny that four-year-old Cody is his child.
Shelby Jacobson tells Alex that Cody is the only one who can identify his mother’s murderer.
So now the killer is after them both. With his newfound family in danger, Alex will do anything
to keep Cody—and Shelby—safely by his side. Previously published as Hide and Seek and
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Secret Agent Father
THIRD ISSUE OF THE OVERSIZED COMICS MAGAZINE! This issue introduces MATT
SHEEAN & MALACHI WARD's sci-fi series ANCESTOR!
Years ago, in the town of Saxon Falls, young Kelsey Willard disappeared and was presumed
dead. The tragedy left her family with a fractured life--a mother out to numb the pain, a father
losing a battle with his own private demons, and a sister desperate for closure. But now
another teenage girl has gone missing. It's ripping open old wounds for the Willards, dragging
them back into a painful past, and leaving them unprepared for where it will take them next.
Bureau of Criminal Investigation agent Mark Foster has stumbled on uncanny parallels in the
lives of the two missing girls that could unlock clues to a serial killer's identity. That means
breaking down the walls of the Willards' long-guarded secrets and getting to a truth that is
darker than he bargained for. Now, to rescue one missing girl, he must first solve the riddles
that disappeared with another: Kelsey Willard herself. Dead or alive, she is his last hope.
For nine long days, the mayor and district attorney of Reno, Nevada, have been missing.
Vanished without a trace. Their vehicles were found parked side-by-side at Reno-Tahoe
International Airport. Did they fly somewhere together? They aren’t on any flight manifest. Did
the two of them take off with a big pile of the city’s money? If so, the city accountants can’t
find it. Were they murdered? There’s no sign of foul play. Their disappearances have finally
made national news. Enter Mortimer Angel, who’d just quit a thankless job as an IRS agent.
Mort is Reno’s newest gumshoe, a private-eye-in-training at his nephew’s detective agency.
Just four hours into his new career, Mort finds the mayor?make that, the mayor’s head?in the
trunk of Mort’s ex-wife’s Mercedes. The news-hungry media speculates: Did Mort kill the
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mayor? Did Mort’s ex? As events begin to spin out of control, Mort realizes things have been
out of control since the night before he started his new career, the night he found the unknown
naked blonde in his bed.
Morgan Dane's new client has blood on her hands--and no recollection of what happened--as
the #1 Amazon Charts bestselling series continues. Haley Powell wakes up covered in blood,
with no memory of the night before. When she sees a man lying in the backyard, stabbed to
death, she has only one terrified thought: What have I done? Agreeing to take the case as a
favor to her PI friend Lincoln Sharp, Morgan must scale a mountain of damning circumstantial
and forensic evidence to prove her client innocent. Haley couldn't appear more guilty: her
bloodstained fingerprints are on the murder weapon, and she has no alibi. But Morgan can't
shake the feeling that this shocked young woman has been framed. Someone out there is hellbent on sabotaging her defense, targeting Morgan, her partner, and especially Haley.
Someone who will stop at nothing--and whose next move will be deadly.
Book #2 of the Hot Of The Ice Hockey gay romance series. The first time Paul Dyson met
Robbie Rhodes, they ended up naked in Robbie's bed. The last time they met, on the ice the
morning after, Paul punched Robbie in the face. Now they're teammates and Paul is so deep in
the closet he'll need a roadmap to find his way out again.
For more than twenty-five years, Philadelphia homicide detective Bree Taggert has tucked
away the nightmarish childhood memories of her parents' murder-suicide . . . Until her younger
sister, Erin, is killed in a crime that echoes that tragic night: innocent witnesses and a stormy
marriage that ended in gunfire. There's just one chilling difference. Erin's husband, Justin, has
vanished.
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Private investigator Lance Kruger was just a boy when his father vanished twentythree years ago. Since then he's lived under the weight of that
disappearance--until his father's car is finally dredged up from the bottom of Grey
Lake. It should be a time for closure, except for the skeleton found in the trunk. A
missing person case gone cold has become one of murder, and Lance and
attorney Morgan Dane must face the deadly past that's risen to the surface. For
Lance, the investigation yields troubling questions about a man he thought he
knew. But memories can play dirty tricks. For Morgan, uncovering each new lie
comes with a disquieting fear that someone is out there watching, because
someone is killing every witness tied to this decades-old crime. Morgan and
Lance follow in the shadows of a relentless killer and walk right into the cross fire.
While fighting in Afghanistan, Major Grant Barrett receives devastating news: his
brother and sister-in-law have been murdered in Scarlet Falls, the sleepy suburb
of Grant's youth. Emotionally scarred from war, the career soldier returns home
on emergency leave to temporarily care for his orphaned nephew and niece. But
when someone tries to kidnap the kids and their teenage babysitter, Grant knows
it's not a random act...and neither were the murders. Already devastated by her
neighbors' violent deaths, Ellie Ross is shattered by the attempted abduction of
her teenage daughter so she desperately turns to Grant for help. As they
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navigate a deadly search for the truth, they struggle with growing feelings for
each other and Grant's impending return to deployment. But time is running out.
The killer is growing bolder by the hour, and Ellie and Grant must find him before
the children become his next victims. Bestselling author Melinda Leigh delivers
another gritty mystery simmering with spine-tingling passion in this first Scarlet
Falls novel.
I had no idea how much I would love Alex the day he walked into my life. He
changed everything. The way I breathed. The way I thought. The way I loved. He
brought me back to life. He gave me strength and a safe place to land. And then
he broke me. Finding Emilia was a chance to do something good for once in my
life. I wanted to change. She believed I was her savior. I ached to be. She found
her way into my heart and claimed it as her safe place. I should be telling her the
truth about me…instead I break her with lies.
The #1 Amazon Charts bestselling series continues as Morgan Dane and PI
Lance Kruger fight for the innocence of a young murder suspect--if only they
could find him. When a retired sheriff's deputy is shot to death in his home, his
troubled teenage stepson, Evan, becomes the prime suspect. Even more
incriminating, the boy disappeared from the scene of the crime. Desperate to find
her son, Evan's mother begs PI Lance Kruger for help. She knows her son is
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innocent. Kruger and defense attorney Morgan Dane want to believe that too, but
the evidence against the boy is damning. Just as the trail goes cold, another
deputy vanishes. His shocking connection to Evan's stepfather throws the
investigation into chaos as Lance and Morgan fear the worst...that Evan is the
killer's new target. With so many secrets to unravel, will Lance and Morgan find
him before it's too late?
Some loutish lords are about to learn how to treat a lady: “Witty
dialogue…enjoyable reading.”—Publishers Weekly Miss Caroline Crispin is on top
of the world. But she’s about to take a painful fall… As the daughter of London’s
most in-demand architect, Caro has laughed and danced and pursued her
interests with gusto—free from Society’s censure. So when she overhears two
lords calling her vulgar names and wagering on whose lover she’ll become,
she’s shocked and stung—and determined to teach them a lesson. Though it
pains her to ask for help from another brutish lord… Lord Ryland isn’t the man his
father wanted him to be. But he’s about to make an excellent catch... Adam, Earl
Ryland, just wants to get married and tend his country garden, away from the
bucks, fops, and gossips who pester him to box like his late father. When this
gentle giant meets his sister’s friend Caro—who parries his flirtations with double
entendre that would make a barman blush—he’s smitten. But there’s a problem:
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she’s looking to him for a different sort of partnership. And it’s a risky one…
“Everything But the Earl has everything you could want in a Regency
romp.”—Elizabeth Essex, award-winning author of the Reckless Brides series
After corporate attorney Hannah Barrett tries—and fails—to stop a kidnapping in
Vegas, she can't shake the haunting image of the terrified young girl she couldn't
save. She tells herself that a visit to her hometown in Scarlet Falls could be a
welcome distraction. But soon, Hannah realizes the kidnappers have all the info
they need to track her every move. And when chilling e-mails about the victim
appear in her inbox, it's frighteningly clear what happened in Vegas has followed
her home. Eight months after a terrible family tragedy, Hannah turns to Detective
Brody McNamara once again. Brody is eager to help, though he's embroiled in
the investigation of a brutal murder. But the closer they work together, the
stronger their feelings grow…and the more they stand to lose when two seemingly
unrelated, but equally deadly, cases collide. Minutes to Kill is the pulse-racing
second novel in bestselling author Melinda Leigh's Scarlet Falls series.
An unsolved crime pits a desperate woman against a relentless killer in New York
Times bestselling author Mary Burton's heart-stopping novel of psychological
suspense... Fourteen years ago, Kaitlin Roe was the lone witness to the
abduction of her cousin Gina. She still remembers that lonely Virginia road. She
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can still see the masked stranger and hear Gina's screams. And she still suffers
the guilt of running away in fear and resents being interrogated as a suspect in
the immediate aftermath. Now Kaitlin has only one way to assuage the pain and
nightmares--by interviewing everyone associated with the unsolved crime for a
podcast that could finally bring closure to a case gone cold. But when a woman
Kaitlin questions is later found stabbed to death, she fears that she's drawn a
killer out of hiding. It's Detective John Adler's fear that the murders have only just
begun. Now his job is to keep Kaitlin safe. As a bond between Kaitlin and Adler
builds, the past closes in just as fast--and it's darker than Kaitlin remembers.
Soon, her wish will come true. She's going to find out exactly what happened to
Gina. Someone has been dying to tell her.
In hiding with her kids from an abusive husband with a deadly secret, Elizabeth's
hopes for refuge in a remote Pennsylvania home take a surprising turn when the
owner mysterously dies and his nephew, Jack O'Malley, takes over.
Zero Waste Kids features fun and practical projects designed to get kids reducing waste,
reusing materials, and recycling to benefit the environment and lead more sustainable lives.
She's come back to solve the mystery of her father's death and confront her own dark past.
When Detective Rebecca North left her rural hometown, she vowed never to return. Her
father's apparent suicide has changed that. The official report is that retired cop Noah North
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shot himself, knocked over a lantern, and set his isolated cabin ablaze. But Rebecca cannot
believe he killed himself. To prove it, she needs the help of Ash Haugen, the man she left
behind. But Rebecca and Ash share more than broken hearts. Something darker lies between
them, and the investigation is stirring it back to life. Clues lead them to the home of Olivia West
and her deeply troubled twelve-year-old daughter, Tori. The child knows more about the
murder than anyone can imagine, but she's too terrified to say a word. And as a cold-blooded
killer resurfaces from the past, Rebecca and Ash begin to fear that their own secrets may be
even harder to survive.
"After losing her husband in Iraq, former prosecutor Morgan Dane returns to Scarlet Falls,
seeking the comfort of her hometown. Then her neighbor's son, Nick, is accused of murdering
Morgan's babysitter. Believing he's innocent, Morgan and Lance Kruger, an ex-cop turned
private eye, search for the real killer. Uncovering secrets that rock the community, they
become targets"-Young mother Chelsea Clark leaves the house for a girls' night out . . . and vanishes. Her
family knows she would never voluntarily leave her two small children. Her desperate husband
-- also the prime suspect -- hires attorney Morgan Dane to find his wife and prove his
innocence.
Tabloid photographer Jayne Sullivan and detective-turned-handyman Reed Kimball join forces
after two hikers disappear from their Maine hometown.
Trying to break into the all-male homicide division, Detective Angie Pallorino works to solve the
mystery of several mutilated, drowned women, which drives her to confront her troubled past
and deal with feelings for her partner.
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Haunted by the disappearance of his brother's school bus twenty years ago, Michael Brody's
mystified when his brother's remains aren't among the other students' when bones are finally
unearthed, so decides to track down the sole survivor of the mass kidnapping.
FBI special agent Mercy Kilpatrick has been waiting her whole life for disaster to strike. A
prepper since childhood, Mercy grew up living off the land--and off the grid--in rural Eagle's
Nest, Oregon. Until a shocking tragedy tore her family apart and forced her to leave home.
Now a predator known as the cave man is targeting the survivalists in her hometown,
murdering them in their homes, stealing huge numbers of weapons, and creating federal
suspicion of a possible domestic terrorism event. But the crime scene details are eerily familiar
to an unsolved mystery from Mercy's past. Sent by the FBI to assist local law enforcement,
Mercy returns to Eagle's Nest to face the family who shunned her while maintaining the facade
of a law-abiding citizen. There, she meets police chief Truman Daly, whose uncle was the cave
man's latest victim. He sees the survivalist side of her that she desperately tries to hide, but if
she lets him get close enough to learn her secret, she might not survive the fallout...
After she returns to Pennsylvania to rebuild her family horse farm, Rachel Parker discovers
someone vandalizing the property, leaving ominous warnings she can't ignore.
FROM AMAZON BEST-SELLING AUTHOR DAPHNE LOVELING: HAWK I lost everything
years ago. My brother. My family. Everything that ever meant anything to me. Now the Lords of
Carnage are my life. Anything I need, the club provides. Anything else is unimportant. At least,
that's what I tell myself until I meet Samantha Jennings. She stirs something inside me I
haven't felt for years. Back when I had hope. Back when I thought life would give you what you
asked for if you wanted it bad enough. Wanting is dangerous. I've learned that lesson. But
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when I look in those deep brown eyes, I want Samantha. I want to possess every inch of her
body -- to hear her call my name when she loses herself in pleasure. If I was smart, I'd push
her the hell away. Do anything to make her hate me. But I know I won't. I'll never stop until I
have her. Even if it destroys us both. SAMANTHA I first saw Hawk McCullough from behind
the safety of a camera lens. I try to be invisible when I'm working to capture a moment in a
photo. But the way Hawk's eyes locked onto mine, like the lens wasn't even there -- I was
exposed. They burned into me. Possessing me. Claiming me as his. I can tell from the look in
his eyes he's damaged. Ruthless. A predator. I should run far away from him. But I know it's
too late. I'm already his prey. HAWK is a scorching-hot, completely stand-alone romance. It's
also the second book in the new Lords of Carnage MC series. HAWK has NO cheating, no
cliffhanger, and a guaranteed HEA!
Sheriff Bree Taggert is both hunter and hunted in #1 Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal
bestselling author Melinda Leigh's blood-freezing thriller of murder, rage, and revenge. New
sheriff Bree Taggert is called to a shooting in a campground shuttered for the winter. But she
arrives to find a perplexing crime. There is no shooter, no victim, and no blood. No one but
Bree believes the sole witness, Alyssa, a homeless teenager who insists she saw her friend
shot. Bree calls in former deputy Matt Flynn and his K-9 to track the killer and search for
Alyssa's friend. They discover the battered corpse of a missing university student under the ice
in Grey Lake--but it's not the victim they were looking for. When two more students go missing
and additional bodies turn up, Bree must find the link between the victims. She knows only one
thing for certain: the murders are fueled by rage. When Alyssa disappears, Bree must race
against time to find her before her witness becomes another victim.
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Shocking evidence hits close to home for attorney Morgan Dane and PI Lance Kruger as Wall
Street Journal bestselling author Melinda Leigh's acclaimed series continues. Private
investigator Lance Kruger was just a boy when his father vanished twenty-three years ago.
Since then he's lived under the weight of that disappearance--until his father's car is finally
dredged up from the bottom of Grey Lake. It should be a time for closure, except for the
skeleton found in the trunk. A missing person case gone cold has become one of murder, and
Lance and attorney Morgan Dane must face the deadly past that's risen to the surface. For
Lance, the investigation yields troubling questions about a man he thought he knew. But
memories can play dirty tricks. For Morgan, uncovering each new lie comes with a disquieting
fear that someone is out there watching, because someone is killing every witness tied to this
decades-old crime. Morgan and Lance follow in the shadows of a relentless killer and walk
right into the cross fire.
A Wall Street Journal bestseller. Sheriff Bree Taggert is blindsided by a killer's devious plan in
number one Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author Melinda Leigh's novel
of escalating shock and suspense. When Sheriff Bree Taggert discovers the body of a young
woman floating near the bank of the Scarlet River, a note in her abandoned car suggests
suicide. The autopsy reveals a different story. Holly Thorpe was dead long before she dropped
off the bridge and hit the water. As Bree and her investigator Matt Flynn delve into the case,
secrets in Holly's personal life complicate their efforts to solve the murder. Holly left behind a
volatile marriage, an equally divisive relationship with her sister, and an employer whose
intimate involvement with Holly was no secret. Each one has a motive for murder. When
Holly's sister is terrorized by a stalker's sick prank, and the prime suspect turns up dead,
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everything Bree was sure of is upended and her case goes off the rails. When the killer strikes
close to home, Bree and Matt must race to solve the murders before one of their own becomes
the next victim.
Bones Don't LieCenter Point
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of Bare Bones, host of the marquee morning
program “The Bobby Bones Show,” comedian and dedicated philanthropist delivers an
inspirational and humorous collection of stories about his biggest misses in life and how he
turned them into lessons and wins. Bobby Bones is the youngest inductee ever into the
National Radio Hall of Fame alongside legends Dick Clark, Larry King, and Howard Stern. As
"the most powerful man in country music" (Forbes), he has reached the peak of his profession
and achieved his childhood dreams. Each weekday morning, more than five million fans tune
in to his radio show. But as Bobby reveals, a lot of what made him able to achieve his goals
were mistakes, awkward moments, and embarrassing situations—lemons that he turned into
lemonade through hard work and humility. In this eye-opening book, he’ll include ideas and
motivations for finding success even when seemingly surrounded by impossible odds or tough
failures. He also includes anecdotes from some of his famous friends—Andy Roddick, Chris
Stapleton, Charlamagne Tha God, Charles Esten, Brooklyn Decker, Walker Hayes and Asa
Hutchinson—who open up about their own missteps. Bobby’s mantra is Fight. Grind. Repeat. A
man who refuses to give up, he sees failure as something to learn from—and the recollections
in this funny, smart book, full of Bobby’s brand of self-effacing humor, show how he’s become
such a beloved goofball.
Sheriff Bree Taggert's downfall is part of a killer's cunning design in #1 Amazon Charts and
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Wall Street Journal bestselling author Melinda Leigh's novel of murder, lies, and revenge.
Called to an isolated farm to check on an elderly widow, Sheriff Bree Taggert finds a brutal
double homicide. One of the victims is Eugene Oscar, the bitter and corrupt former deputy she
recently fired. Working with criminal investigator Matt Flynn, Bree discovers that she isn't the
only one who had a troubling history with Eugene. But someone doesn't want Bree digging up
the past. She becomes the target of a stranger's sick and devious campaign calculated to
destroy her reputation, career, family, and new relationship with Matt. To make matters worse,
she's the prime suspect in Eugene's murder. When her chief deputy goes missing while
investigating the case, Bree refuses to back down. She won't let him become the next victim.
His life and her future depend on finding a killer nursing a vengeful rage.
"Curator Dr. Louisa Hancock left behind Maine and her troubled past for a job at a prominent
museum. Just when it seems that Louisa's new life is safe from her dark secrets, the body of a
museum intern is found...And when another intern goes missing, the abduction is linked to the
only man who has ever tempted Louisa's heart...."--Cover p. 4.
After saving a woman from a serial killer who uses social media to stalk his targets, Brooke
Davenport seeks the help of computer expert Luke Holloway in finding the killer, but her
attraction to Luke complicates her investigation.
The #1 Amazon Charts bestselling series continues as Morgan Dane and PI Lance Kruger
investigate the mysterious disappearance of a true-crime writer. When true-crime writer Olivia
Cruz disappears with no signs of foul play, her new boyfriend, Lincoln Sharp, suspects the
worst. He knows she didn't leave willingly and turns to attorney Morgan Dane and PI Lance
Kruger to find her before it's too late. As they dig through Olivia's life, they are shocked to
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discover a connection between her current book research on two cold murder cases and the
suicide of one of Morgan's prospective clients. As Morgan and Lance investigate, the number
of suspects grows, but time is running out to find Olivia alive. When danger comes knocking at
their door, Morgan and Lance realize that they may be the killer's next targets.
Wildlife biologist Mac Barrett avoided his hometown of Scarlet Falls for years too many bad
memories. But when he receives the news that his father is dying, he rushes home only to
discover he s too late. Shaken, Mac retreats to his remote cabin seeking peace and solace.
Instead, he crashes his jeep to narrowly avoid running over the naked body of a woman lying
in the road. Even more disturbing, when he regains consciousness, the body is gone. Police
detective Stella Dane wants to believe Mac, even if his story about the vanishing body seems
far-fetched. But when Mac s description matches the missing woman she s been searching for,
it raises a disturbing question: "How does a dead body disappear?" Mac and Stella will have to
work together to find the answer and catch a psychotic kidnapper and quickly. The killer has a
deadly message to send, and the case is about to become personal. "
The discovery of human remains unearths another nightmare from Sheriff Bree Taggert's past
in a bone-chilling thriller by #1 Amazon Charts and Wall Street Journal bestselling author
Melinda Leigh. Twenty-seven years ago, Sheriff Bree Taggert's father killed her mother, then
himself. Now Bree and her younger brother, Adam, find human bones on the grounds of their
abandoned family farm. The remains are those of a man and a woman, both murdered in the
same horrible way. When the investigation determines the murders occurred thirty years ago,
Bree's dead father becomes a suspect, forcing Bree to revisit the brutal night she's spent most
of her life trying to forget. The only other suspect is an unlikely squatter on the Taggert farm
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who claims to know secrets about Bree's past. When he mysteriously disappears and Bree's
niece is kidnapped, the cold case heats up. Bree has stoked the rage of a murderer who'll do
anything to keep his identity--and motives--a secret. To protect everyone she loves, Bree must
confront a killer.
I've met the greatest guy ever.Noah Walsh is handsome as sin. He's sweet and smart and
successful and sexy--all the best adjectives beginning with "S." My six-year-old daughter
worships the ground he walks on ever since he fashioned her smiley face pancakes out of
bananas and blueberries. Oh yeah, and he can cook.The only problem?I dumped this great
guy a decade ago, right after I wrecked his life.And boy, this man holds a grudge.
In the next book in the Wall Street Journal bestselling Mercy Kilpatrick series, there are no
such things as little secrets... Raised by preppers, survivalist and FBI agent Mercy Kilpatrick
has a deep-rooted need for a safe place. Her getaway in the Cascade Foothills is her secret.
But when skeletal remains are unearthed--those of a murdered man linked to a notorious
heist--Mercy realizes she isn't the only one with something to hide. Thirty years ago, an
armored-car robbery turned deadly. The mastermind was captured. Four conspirators
vanished with a fortune. One of them, it appears, never made it out of the woods alive. For
Mercy and her fiancé, Police Chief Truman Daly, their investigation opens old wounds in
Eagle's Nest that cut deeper than they imagined. Especially when a reckless tabloid reporter
draws fresh blood. It's clear to Mercy that somebody in this close-knit community is not who
they seem to be. Some are still shattered by the heist. Some still have reason to be afraid. But
which one will kill again and again to hide three decades of secrets? To land this case, it's up
to Mercy to unmask a familiar stranger before someone else dies.
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